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Prize Patrol Riding Through Town 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

   
 Last week was that time, once more, when the Clovis Schools Education 
Foundation Prize Patrol hit the trail to surprise schools with grant winners. With great 
fanfare, including CHS cheerleading mini-squad and a CHS Wildcat Band drum corps, 
the Prize Patrol bus visited eight schools with award-winning grants. 
 One of the many CMS Education Foundation programs is the Educator Initiative 
Program, whose mission is: “to provide resources to enrich teaching, inspire learning, 
and enhance opportunities for all students enrolled in the CMS district, as 
demonstrated through the granting of more than $111,000 to classrooms and 
programs since 2007” (http://www.clovis-schools.org/Foundation/Index.html). The way 
it works, a single teacher can be awarded up to $1000 or a group, up to $5000 for a 
project that goes above and beyond regular funding to enhance student learning.  
 This year’s winners included Learning to Play in Learning to Learn written for 
Lincoln Jackson Family Center and Los Niños by teachers Katrina Gallegos and Bonnie 
Griffith addressing students with autism spectrum disorder. James Bickley Elementary’s 
winner was Technology Enhanced Projects by teachers Halley van der Kamp, Mandy 
Ratledge, and Selina Roberts. Barry Elementary’s Sara Williams and Christy Hughes 
won their grant for Enhancing Dibels in the Classroom through use of technology. 
Transforming Classroom Practice, Part 2 by teachers Kathryn Gonzales, Claire Brewer, 
Sarah Goddard, Sara Morris, Elyse Zalucki, and Lori Dawkins was the winner for Mesa 
Elementary. This expanded upon a previous successful project, expanding it to all 
grades. Zia Elementary’s Elizabeth Parker (Speech/Language teacher) won her grant for 
I Need to Read. Principal Mandy Carpenter of Parkview Elementary won a grant for 
Going Beyond with Kagan, and Yucca Middle School’s Kristi Sparks (instructional 
coach) and Loran Hill (principal) won with their STEM Chaps Camp, an ongoing 
program that has proven successful for preparing students for middle school with a 
STEM infusion (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math). 
 It is no small task for educators to apply for these grants. Not only is innovative 
thinking required, a good deal of research is also needed to flesh out the grant 
applications, demonstrating thorough knowledge to support the validity for the 
projects proposed. This means enormous effort on top of already busy schedules, but 
with the reward of being able to enhance classroom practice for the benefit of our kids.  
 Henry B. Adams noted, “A teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his 
influence stops.” Congratulations, winners; well done! 
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